It is a beautiful idea that consciousness could in some sense be identified with intrinsic integrated information, and it is fascinating to contemplate a theory of consciousness that has the potential to explain the relationship between physical structure and conscious phenomenology [1] . However, strong assertions that existing 'F' measures have even come close to successfully capturing intrinsic integrated information overstate how well-developed integrated information theory (IIT) is. To prevent the beautiful idea behind IIT from stalling, it may be time to consider more diverse approaches to its quantification.
Computing F for any system (biological or other) requires a description of the system in terms of a discrete graining in space, time and the set of possible states of the components. As F is supposed to measure intrinsic integrated information, i.e. that which is independent of the point-of-view of the observer, these grainings must be determined in an observer-independent way. Current versions of IIT propose that the grainings to be used are those that lead to the maximum possible value of F [1] .
At the practical (or epistemological) level, this maximization process renders the measure infeasible to compute, even for very simple systems. There is an infinity of different possible grainings, and no compelling shortcuts exist for finding the grainings that achieve the maximization. Indeed the maximization can be achieved at a graining that does not reflect the apparent functional units of the system. For instance, consider the feed-forward networks alluded to by Tononi & Koch [1] which apparently have zero F. In a physical instantiation of such a system, there would be bidirectional interactions occurring between the individual molecules of which the system is composed. Hence, at a spatial graining at the molecular level such a system would have F . 0, and hence the intrinsic F would be greater than zero. Notably, owing to the maximization never yet having been performed on any example physical systems, F has not actually ever been computed for any physical system, but only for abstract systems in which the nodes are indivisible and non-physical.
From the intrinsic (or ontological) perspective, just as a cricket ball does not need to calculate its own trajectory, a physical system may instantiate its own maximization despite that maximization being infeasible to compute by any external observer. However, even acknowledging this possibility, we are left with the strange supposition that the state of consciousness of a physical system is determined by its structure at a variable spatio -temporal scale and state graining; that which happens to maximize F for the given system at the given moment. While this apparent inelegance does not refute the theory, it does suggest that it might be worth pursuing alternatives that could lead to a simpler scenario.
IIT posits that consciousness is a fundamental intrinsic property of matter with the same status as, say mass or electric charge. Successful observerindependent theories for how macroscopic physics emerge from fundamental entities have been cast in terms of continuous fields, for example Einstein's theory of mass and gravitation (general relativity), and Maxwell's theory of electromagnetism. Barrett [2] proposes that an approach to IIT based on fields might offer advantages over the existing discretization-based approach. If a formula for the integrated information intrinsic to a field configuration could be obtained, there would be no need to consider alternative grainings of states, or system components; and if the formula were defined just on the instantaneous structure, then no timescale would be needed either. Because human consciousness arises from complex electrical activity in the brain, the hypothesis would be that its fundamental substrate is the integrated information intrinsic to specifically the electromagnetic field (as opposed to say, the gravitational or nuclear force field) it generates. (This would not be to claim, as some have, that there is an electromagnetic field residing in the brain that is generating consciousness independently of the neurons [3] . The theory would consider neurons to be the scaffolding enabling very complex electromagnetic field configurations to be sustained [2] .) Unlike F, a measure that is a function of the electromagnetic field would be calculable for simple toy systems: one would just need sufficiently detailed data to obtain a reasonable approximation to the shape of the field. For complex systems like the brain, the challenge would remain to computationally process all the undulating structure, but sample data recorded at multiple levels of magnification could potentially enable approximation.
IIT is exciting because it is unique in suggesting a fundamental physical substrate of consciousness that relates to the most basic properties of phenomenology. Furthermore, it has inspired heuristic measures of signatures of information integration in electrophysiological data, most notably the perturbational complexity index (PCI) of Casali et al. [4] . Consistent with the predictions of IIT, PCI consistently scores higher for subjects in a healthy awake state than for subjects who are unconscious, for example in deep sleep, anaesthesia or coma. The key idea of IIT, that consciousness is intrinsic information, is worthy of a sophisticated and sustained effort that goes beyond discussing the merits of 'F-type' measures. A mature, complete theory that is both conceptually compelling and practically applicable will require a combination of neurobiology with realistic models of fundamental physics. 
